IMPORTANT
Read the entire Directions for Use, Precautions, and Disclaimer of Warranties before using this product!

NatureLine NGB is recommended for application only to ground in sub-area, or under slab, dirt, pavement, rocks, or to cement only.

TREATMENT PRECAUTIONS
Read this before using
Do not apply to metal; product will rust metal pipes. Do not apply to plastic surfaces such as: outdoor furniture, vinyl siding, vinyl windows, and glass. Do not spray wallpaper, drapes, fabric, and dark wood trim. This product is toxic to all plants, apply with caution.

In the event of accidental treatment or spill, dilute with water and wipe off surface with a damp cloth.

Statement of Practical Treatment: If in eyes: flush with plenty of water. Skin: Wash with soap and water. If irritation persists call your doctor. If swallowed: Drink plenty of water, call poison control center, do not induce vomiting. If on clothing: remove and wash before use. If skin irritation persists destroy clothing.

Environmental hazards: May be toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water, to areas where surface water may contaminate a stream, or to areas below the high water mark. Use with care when applying to areas adjacent to any body of water. Do not contaminate bodies of water when cleaning and rinsing equipment.

Physical and Chemical hazards: Do not store near heat or open flame.

Storage and Disposal: Store only in original container in a dry place inaccessible to children or pets. Do not re-use empty containers. Offer for recycling if available or discard in local landfill.

Disclaimer of Warranties: There are no warranties, expressed or implied, of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise, which extend beyond the statements on this label. No agent of NatureLine is authorized to make any warranties beyond those contained herein or to modify the warranties contained herein. NatureLine disclaims any liability whatsoever for incident or consequential damages, including but not limited to liability rising out of breach of contract, express or implied warranty (including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose), tort, negligence, strict liability or otherwise.

Disclaimer of Warranties:
No agent of NatureLine is authorized to make any warranties beyond those contained herein which extend beyond the statements on this label. NatureLine disclaims any liability whatsoever for incident or consequential damages, including but not limited to liability rising out of breach of contract, express or implied warranty (including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose), tort, negligence, strict liability or otherwise.

FOR TREATMENT OF GROUND INFESTATIONS OF FUNGUS, MOLD, MILDEW, SUBTERRANEAN TERMITES, ANTS, SLUGS, COCKROACHES, MILLipedES, CRICKETS, CENTIpedES, EARWIGS, SOW BUGS, FLEAS, SPIDERS, SCORPIONS, AND OTHER NUISANCE PESTS.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT
Sodium Chloride ...........................................95%

INERT INGREDIENT
Citric Acid, Sodium Salt ....................................5%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
Although these ingredients are approved for use as a food additive, exposure may cause eye or respiratory irritation. Avoid exposure to eyes. Avoid inhaling dust.

This product is available only to licensed pest control operators. If you are not a licensed, insured and bonded pest control company, please return this product for a refund.

This product is exempt from registration with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under FIFRA section 25(b) regulations.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Apply to the soil to help provide control. Porosity and permeability of soil may vary. Re-treat as needed or once per year to maintain control.

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING Recommended for use in power sprayers. Agitate well in all spray systems before use.

MIXTURE: Apply 2-3 (two to three) cups per gallon of water or mix at a rate to make a 10%-30% (ten to thirty percent) solution.

APPLICATION:
BROADCAST SPRAY: Apply at the rate of 10 (ten) gallons of solution to every 100 (one hundred) square feet of soil under the structure.
VERTICAL BARRIERS: Apply at the rate of 1 (one) gallon per linear foot around the base of the foundations and piers.
CONCRETE SLAB: Apply under slabs. Drill holes 18’ to 4’ (eighteen inches to four feet) apart, fewer holes may be drilled if more pressure is used. Use caution not to drill into pipes, ducts, wires, or any other underground/underslab utilities.
CONCRETE WALLS: Apply to the concrete walls in the sub-area to help prevent subterranean termite tubing.

IMPORTANT: Read the following before using
By buying this product, user/buyer accepts the following conditions, disclaimer or warranties and limitations of liability:

Conditions: The directions for use of this product are believed to be adequate and should be followed carefully. However because of the manner of use and other factors beyond NatureLine’s control, it is impossible for NatureLine to eliminate all risks associated with the use of this product. All such risks shall be assumed by the user, or buyer of this product.

Limitations of Liability: The exclusive remedy of the user or buyer for any and all losses, injuries or damages resulting from the use or handling of this product, whether in contract, warranty, tort, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, shall not shall not exceed the purchase price paid, or at NatureLine election , the replacement of the product.

All users of this product must carry general liability pertaining to pest control services or they are not authorized to use this product. Any consumer not covered by general liability and licensed as a pest control operator in their state of business is not authorized to use this product under any circumstances.

NatureLine Inc. makes no other claims than that which are stated on this label.